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A0161301 National Education {3} [3 – 3]
Concepts and terms; Geography of Jordan; contemporary political history of Jordan; Jordanian Society;
Jordanian constitutional and democratic life; Jordanian national institutions; challenges facing Jordan;
threats to civic life: fanaticism, extremism, terrorism, violence; corruption: definitions, types, causes,
impact, and prevention.

A0161401 Military Sciences {3} [3 -3]
The establishment and development of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan; the history of the Arab
Legion; peacekeeping troops; preparing the nation for defense and liberation.
A0161101 Arabic Language Communication Skills {3} [3 – 3]
Language levels: phonological level, grammatical level, rhetorical level, orthographic level,
comprehension and speaking; grammar exercises, nominal sentences, verbal sentences, kana and its
sisters, Inna and its sisters, dual, masculine plural, feminine plural, indeclinable nouns, vocative,
appositives; exercises in morphology, present participle and past participle; spelling and punctuation,
dictionaries, listening and speaking.
A0161201 English Language Communication Skills (1) {3} [3-3]
Grammar: question tags, modals, future forms, articles, adjectives, adverbs, if structures; vocabulary:
relationships, work, activities, media, war, sport; writing skills: essay, notes, messages, application

letters; basic and advanced reading skills; basic and advanced listening skills; verbal skills: oral
presentations, arguments.
A0161501 Islamic culture {3} [3 – 3]
Definition of the culture, characteristics of the Islamic culture, Islamic culture and other cultures; the
sources of Islamic culture: The Holy Quran, Sunna, the Arabic language, history of Islam; fields of Islamic
culture: faith, worship, morals; challenges facing the Islamic culture: orientalism, globalization,
secularism; young people and the impacts of foreign cultures, women and Islam, Islam and terrorism.

A0161701 History of Jordan and Palestine {3} [3 – 3]
The geography of Jordan and Palestine, Jordan and Palestine in ancient times, general historical look,
Jordan and Palestine in the Mamluki period, Jordan and Palestine during the First World War (19141918), Emirate of East Jordan (Transjordan), constitutional and legislative life in Jordan, Palestine under
the British Mandate, and Jordanian-Palestinian relations, Jerusalem: historical status.

A0161901 Media and Public Relations {3} [3 – 3]
The nexus between media and society in terms of the social, political, economic and cultural power of
the media, the role of the media in giving people the opportunity to express their opinions and promote
international relations. Communication and public relations, communication and its types, levels, forms,
properties, fields, activities, physical and nonphysical (symbolic) environment, and obstacles to the
communicative process. Public relations: its beginnings, development, principles, bases, importance,
functions, planning, activities.
A0181100 Sport and Health {3} [3 – 3]
Defining health and fitness: physical education, health education; the cognitive, emotional, skilloriented, and social goals of physical education; the history of physical education: ancient, medieval,
and modern ages, the Olympics, Athletics in Jordan: nutrition and exercising; athletic injuries: bone, joint
, muscle, skin injuries;: special exercises for figure deformation; diseases related to lack of exercise:
diabetes, obesity, being underweight, back pain, cancer; hooliganism: causes and recommended
solutions for hooliganism.
A0161801 Environmental and Public Safety {3} [3 – 3]
The concept of the environment, its laws and relation to other sciences, primary and secondary
components, cycle of elements in the natural environment, environmental problems, pollution of the
environment, the problem of the depletion of environmental resources, principles of public health and
diseases: the concept of public health, pathogens, viruses, bacteria, parasites, fungi, insects. The
environment and pathology: organic, genetic, reproductive and psychological pathology. Nutrition and
public health: types of food, malnutrition diseases, undesirable eating habits. The environment and
public health from an Islamic perspective: Quranic verses and sayings of the Prophet.
A0161603 Entrepreneurship {3} [3 – 3]

Economic science definition: its objectives and the economic problem; The relation between the
economic science and other sciences; Economic analysis methods; Production possibilities curve;
National income accounts; Consumption; Investment; Saving; Unemployment; Inflation; Money and
Banking; Financial and monetary policy and its role in dealing with the imbalanced economy through
these policies; Economic development in terms of importance and objectives and economic planning to
achieve such objectives; Demand and supply theory and consumer equilibrium; Cost and production
theory; Producer equilibrium in different markets.
A0411601 Legal culture and human rights{3} [3 - 3]
This course deals with identifying the basic concepts of human rights in an analytical way, and then
realistic clarify of the international & regional means dealing with human rights such as treaties,
recommendations and international means that are in the process of formation, such imperative rules &
customs, this course also address realistically the content of human rights and the rights of the first
generation such as right of living. The second-generation rights such as the right to work and thirdgeneration rights such as the right of environment. This course deals with the international ways to
protect human rights, whether legal means "reports, complaints of States and individuals, commissions
of inquiry," or other means such as the use of economic pressure or political use of force - the theory of
intervention for the benefit of humanity.
A0161703 Tourism and Archaeology In Jordan{3} [3 - 3]
Tourism definition; Classification of Tourism; The difference between tourist and other traveler’s
concepts, Travel types, The definition of Archaeology and archaeological sites: Archaeological surveys
and excavations; Documentation; Jordan through the ages; Components of tourism in Jordan; Elements
of tourist attractions in Jordan: Archeological sites, Natural sites, Natural reserves, Forests; Tourist
movement and types in Jordan; Economical impact of tourism in Jordan.
A0412901 Legal Computer Applications
Legal Computer Applications Legal computer applications include identifying computer applications
related to judicial work and legal scientific research by identifying applications of the Ministry of Justice,
such as registering a case, inquiring about the progress of the case and executing it, issuing nonjudgmental certificates related to criminal restrictions, as well as identifying legal applications related to
scientific and legal research and judgments. Judicial and jurisprudence of the Court of Cassation, courts
of appeal, administrative, constitutional and special courts.
A0411101 Introduction to Law {3} [3-3]
The general theory of law in terms of: concept of law and its origins, characteristics of the legal rule, the
diversity of legal rules into public law rules and the rules of private law , and diversity to the rules of
imperative & complementary , and then identifying the sources of legal rule in general, this study also
include the general theory of "right", it's definition, types and defining it's parties, subjects, sources, and
finally the legal protection stated for it.
A0411201 Penal Law (public Department) {3} [3-3]
Studying the concept of the general theory of crime in terms of defining the penal code, and addressing
its objectives, concept, content, and branches. Then the definition of crime and its types. and studying

of criminal responsibility and its elements and impediments; Then studying the elements of the crime:
the legal , the material and the moral ,as well as the reasons of justification, and co-felony terms.
A0411301 General principles of Commercial Law {3} [3-3]
Examines the formation of commercial law, its definition, its genesis, its characteristics, its sources and
the legislative development of its rules. it also discusses the distinction between civil and commercial
business, as well as commercial transactions by its intrinsic nature and commercial transactions by
association. Furthermore, it explains the definition of merchant, the requirements for the individual to
be considered as a merchant and the duties of the merchant. It also clarifies the meaning of commercial
store and its elements, as well as the way of protecting its rights. In addition, it explains the main rules
of the commercial contracts.
A0411401 General principles of Constitutional Law {3} [3-3]
Concept of the state, characteristics, and components. and then study the forms and the origin of the
emergence of the State and the basis of its authority ;The definition of constitutions, and constitutional
law and the statement of its implications and the relationship between constitutional law with other
various branches of public law; Identifying it's sources and methods of issuing constitutions .
A0411501 General principles of Administrative Law {3} [3-3]
The definition of the administrative law; demonstrates the sources and features thereof and its relation
to other disciplines of the law. and the general principles of the administrative organization and
introduction to the administrative activity "administrative control, public utilities." And studying the
administrative decision, the public office, the administrative contracts and the public funds.
A0411601 General Principles of Public International law {3} [3-3]
Define the following topics: identification the nature of international law, determining its branches and
clarifying the basis of its compulsory rules, identify its persons, sources, and focus on the subject of
international treaties, clarifying the conditions of it's session, effects and annulment and cessation force,
and the issue of recognition of the State in terms of definition and forms of withdraw recognition of the
state. Referring to the legal rules of Islamic law related to the above-mentioned topics.
A0411701 Iintroduction to Jurisprudence and Jurisprudence Rules {3} [3-3]
This subject aims at familiarizing the student with the jurisprudential rules, and their significance,
sources, types, standing and effects on disagreement on jurists by multiplicity of opinions in various
laws. It also aims at demonstrating the standing of jurisprudential rules in relation to sources of rulings.

A0411102 Sources of Obligation {3} [3-3]
Study the sources of obligation; also discuss the division of the sources of obligation voluntary sources
and involuntary sources , the voluntary sources includes studying the contract as The first source of the

obligation in terms of defining the contract, its conditions, effect , and interpretation, the contractual
liability, and avoidance provisions of the dissolution of the contract , then studying the unilateral
deposition. This course also deals with involuntary sources such as the illegal & injurious acts, personal
responsibility for actions relating to finance, and those of self-responsibility for the work of others and
responsibility for things and then turns to Enrichment for no cause, in law as a direct source of
obligation.
A0412101 Effects of Obligations {3} [3-3]
Study the Consequences of Obligations: in terms of Means of execution of the obligation which includes
voluntary and compulsory execution, and the path of compensation and a legitimate means to protect
the execution , such as indirect action and mock case, and the right in custody and describing remission
of debts & impossibility of execution and the passage of time limiting for prosecution.
A0413101 Nominated Contracts {3} [3-3]
The features of Nominated contracts, and distinction between them and non-Nominated contracts in
terms of sources and nature and objectives, also shows the process of adapting the contracts in terms
of the adaptation process and controls and the authority of the judiciary in adaptation, and then
analyzing the most important contracts which are contract of sale and lease in terms of conditions and
elements and their components and the obligations deriving from both, Finally.
A0413102 Civil Procedures {3} [3-3]
Definition of Civil Procedures Law, its sources and its relationship to other branches of law and
development legislation. And then study the judiciary organization in terms of the formation of courts
and litigation, judges and their assistants and the rules of jurisdiction. And study the case theory in
terms of definition and conditions and legal nature and how litigation, and defining ways of appeal that
decision like (Appeal and intercept, re-trial and cassation).
A0413103 Labor Law and Social Security {3} [3-3]
General principles in the Labor Code in terms of its definition, its importance and its sources, and
independence and scope of application, the study also addresses the legal provisions of the employment
contract in terms of individual, in terms of components, held, duration and effects of termination of this
contract, finally the legal regulation of collective labor relations both on contract collective action or
trade union organizations or settlement of collective labor disputes, As well as the general provisions in
social security and types of insurance and conditions of eligibility.

.

A0414101 Rights in Rem 3} [3-3]
Studying real rights, and consequential real rights, and then proceed in a study on research of particular
types of property which common property and ownership of height and the wall joint ownership of
floors and apartments, and then speak about the reasons for gaining property by death, (wills and

inheritance) and reasons to gain in the state of life (to make permissible, warranty, and the contract of
first refusal, communication, and Possession) rights of the right of ownership which are: right of usufruct
, right of use and housing, and easements rights, and the roof right & al-waqf. Security mortgage, its
creation & effects and then extinction, its creation & extinction, and then discuss franchising, including
franchise rights for the property & privilege.
A0414102 Law of Evidence and Enforcement of Judgments {3} [3-3]
Definition of evidence law and its complementary laws, and study the various schools of Islamic
jurisprudence in the rules of evidence, also addresses the definition of the law of procedure and its
amendments as a form of judicial protection and legislative development of the law, and then study the
Execution Department and antagonism in the execution and implementation methods forced on the
debtor's assets and of the person and how to distribute the outcome of implementation.
A0414103 Private International Law- (3c.h){3} [3-3]
Definition of private international law and styding the general theory of conflict of laws including the
general principles of referral also deals with the general theory of nationality, and then discuss the issue
of the status of foreigners in the state and determine their rights and obligations of the theory and
practice.
A0412201 Crimes Against Persons {3} [3-3]
Study of some models in the criminal law threat or violate the right to living: an intended murder types
and circumstances, as well as offenses against the right of body safety, which meant all kinds of
aggravating circumstances and reduced, then killing and unintentional harm, also this course deals with
the most important crimes falling on ethics and morality which are crimes of adultery , rape , indecent
assault and insult of dignity and honor.
A0413201 Crimes Against Property {3} [3-3]
General idea of financial crimes in general, and the most detailed of these crimes and the most
prevalent in society which are theft, fraud and abuse of credit, and then a detailed study of crimes
attached to these three crimes, such as crime of issuing a check without balance.
A0413202 Criminal Procedures {3} [3-3]
General provisions of criminal procedures; and study the cases of crime, filed a public right to claim and
the personal right and then the general theory of penal justice organization, composition and
competence, and the theory of criminal evidence. As well as studying trial procedures, initial and
preliminary investigation stages, then studying the normal and unusual methods of appeal
Prerequisite(s) : 0412216 Crimes Against Persons

A0 414201 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Crimes {3} [3-3]

The concept of cybercrime in terms of: its definition, its parties, and its location . Also Addressing crimes
that occur on a computer, or those that occur through a computer; This article will show the various
forms of electronic crimes stipulated in the Electronic Crimes Law, such as: hacking and unauthorized
access, theft of computer time, computer fraud, piracy of computer programs by copying or
downloading, sexual exploitation of children and incompetents.
A0412301 Electronic Commerce Legislations {3} [3-3]
Study the most important legal aspects raised by the use of electronic information systems, clarifying
defining means of communication and their components, their impact on different branches of law,
and the definition of electronic commerce. As well as study the provisions of the email through credit
cards and legal provisions.
A0413302 Commercial Papers

{3} [3-3]

Definition of commercial paper, characteristics and its historical development and unification of the law
of exchange and the bill of its own terms with regard to the substantive and formal requirements, and
the protest, its conditions and limitations. It also includes research in Promissory to the order, the
substantive and formal conditions, and how trading and provisions applicable to it, and check and its
substantive and formal and trading and how to meet the submission and bearer returnee, the
multiplicity of copy and the distortions and limitations.
A0414301 Banking Operations

{3} [3-3]

It clarifies the meaning of banking operations and explains historical development of the banking sector
in Jordan and the sources of banking law. Further, it discusses the key rules of opening accounts at
banks, and also discusses types of these accounts. Namely, it addresses the provisions for each of the
current account, bank deposit, contracts of safes, bank loan, discounting of commercial papers, financial
credit, letter of credit, letter of guarantee, and remittances.

A0413303 Corporate Law and Bankruptcy {3} [3-3]
Illuminating the definition of commercial companies and its importance. Further, it explains the
substantive and formal elements of the contract of company and also illustrates the legal personality of
the company. It also addresses the legal provisions of partnerships: Unlimited Partnership Co., Limited
Partnership Co., Joint Venture Co. as well as address the legal provisions of investment companies: Joint
stock Company, Limited Liability Company, Partnership Limited by Shares and Foreign Companies. Also,
it addresses the main principles of insolvency and liquidation of companies.

A0412401 The Jordanian Constitution {3} [3-3]
studying Trans Jordan prior to issuing the 1928 Constitution and 1946 Constitution; Additionally, it
studies the reasons and circumstances leading to the issue of the 1952 Constitution ,and the
accompanying events such as the union between the West and East Banks into the Hashemite Kingdom
of Jordan; Thereafter, it studies the formation and jurisdictions of the three authorities, as well as the

correlation between the legislative and executive authorities ; moreover shows the Jordanian
constitution concern with human rights.

A0412501 Financial Tax Legislation {3} [3-3]
Study of public finance and its relationship to other branches of science: and then study the state
expenses terms of definition of public expenditures and its development, then this course study the
public revenues of the State, then this course deals with public budget of the state in terms of the
concept of the public budget, characteristics and principles that govern the preparation of the budget
and the stages of preparation of budget and control over the implementation of the budget ,Then study
the public budget in Jordan.
A0413501 Legislation of Electronic Management {3} [3-3]
General electronic management in terms of: concept, and requirements for application thereof. It also
addresses the legal system of electronic public utilities, as well as on the public servants. Further, this
course addresses the electronic utility public service.Additionally, it examines the electronic
administrative decisions, e-contract, e-voting, e-signature, e-evidence, and the role of administrative
control in prevention of electronic crimes.
A0414501 Administrative JUDICIARY ( Litigations) {3} [3-3]
The concept of Administrative conts and the relation between it and the ordinary courts and justification
for each, and the rise of the administrative judiciary, and also study the principle of legality in terms of
meaning and sources and limitations of it. This study shows in detail the application for annulment in
terms of its definition, characteristics, and the competent court in Jordan, and the conditions required
to accept and substantive requirements, and also dealing with compensation claim for the illegal
decisions and actions.
A0412601 International Law {3} [3-3]
Definition of the rights of States and focus on studying the state territory and components; and the
definition of the international liability in terms of development and nature, situation and conditions, and
the subject of international disputes, with emphasis on political and judicial methods, and explain the
issue of diplomatic and consular relations.
A0412602 Human Rights and International Human Law {3} [3-3]
Concept of human rights; and then the international & regional means dealing with human rights and
the rights of the first generation such as right of living. The second-generation rights such as the right to
work and third-generation rights such as the right of environment. This course deals with the
international ways to protect human rights. This course deals with the explanation and analysis of
international humanitarian law
and its sources and identifies the relevant international conventions and its relationship to international
law of human rights. studying the categories covered by its protection .
A0412701 Personal Status (1 ) {3} [3-3]

The concept of Engagement and a statement of its provisions; the meaning of marriage and a statement
of its provisions, the impact of the marriage contract and Justice, the duties of the spouses, taboos in
marriage rates, taboos of breastfeeding, and taboos temporarily, the terms and conditions of the
contract formula , the corrupt and invalid marriage and non-suspended , the rights of marriage. Birth
and its provisions, nursery and lactation. Divorce: What it means, and conditions, and types, divorce,
Aleila'. Irreversibility. althehar. To divorce between the spouses for reasons according to personal status
law, the implications of the dissolution of the marriage contract, the eda, maintenance for a divorced
woman and children.
A0413701 Personal Status ( 2 ){3} [3-3]
The will;its meaning , its aims and its elements, the conditions of guardian and ward, compete with wills,
the will process, the invalidity of wills and irreversible, acceptance and response, the benefits will, the
will to salaries, the increase in the will. Inheritance: the meaning of the estate, and related rights,
inheritance, and legitimacy of rule, the reasons for inheritance, entitlement to inheritance, the owners
of assumptions of men and women, paternal, those with kinship, reliability, and blocking, the response
and Almonaskha. Preventions of inheritance, legacy of pregnancy, the legacy of the missing,
Hermaphrodite, an illegitimate child, then an idea of transition law and its causes. Endowment:
meaning, and legitimacy, endowments of real estate , endowments of the transferred, its provisions,
Building moratorium, benefits category, the types of endowments, its effects.
A0414701 Jurisprudence Science {3} [3-3]
Jurisprudence, meaning and definition , objectives, , emergence of principles of jurisprudence,
governance types, research on the Qur'an in terms of miracles, and the kinds of meanings and words
and letters and their uses. Research for the sonna - research on unanimously. Research on the relation
in terms of definition, elements and terms. Subdirectories: approbation, and reclamation, plug
loopholes and Alaesteshab, and the work of al- madina people and the Companion saying, diligence,
conflict and penalties.
A0413801 Legal Terminology in English {3} [3-3]
The definition of English legal terms equivalent of the Arabic legal terminology; and studying the
definition of the law, and the various divisions and branches; Also deal with legal subjects: crime and its
kinds, companies, contracts, courts, human rights.
A0414902 Judicial Applications {3} [3-3]
The know how techniques in submitting the rules of court, pleadings, evidences, and the arguments,
Writing the rules of court and instance, Writing the arguments and pleadings, The time of submitting all
of the above.
A0414901 Graduation research {3} [3-3]
Prepare legal research; learning the techniques of scientific research; this course contribute to review
the student's research capability, and the way of using information , and reference to their source
faithfully; develop the student's personality, and develop their abilities, and self-directed scientifically,
to be able to put forward views and proposals on the subject of his research and defend it.

A0413104 Insurance Contracts- {3} [3-3]
The concept of insurance contract, and the foundations on which the insurance in general, the genesis
of this contract and its development in the Arab and foreign communities. Also study insurance contract
and conclusion of the technical and legal issues, in addition, the study also include the effects of the
contract and the obligations of the insured according to the insurance contract and the legal
proceedings and limitations, and eventually applied study of fire insurance & contract of insurance
against civil liability, road traffic accidents.
A0411202 Criminology and Penology{3} [3-3]
Definition of criminology and its historical development and its relation to other criminal science, and
also with the different schools are looking in criminology and study the general aspect of criminal
behavior, and the factors that prompted to such behavior. This course also deals with the knowledge of
the definition of punishment and punishment phases and stages of development through its schools,
also deals with penalty, and the definition of criminal punishment and precautionary measures and best
methods of implementation of this sanction, whether within or outside the penal institutions so as to
achieve the purposes of this criminal sanction.
A0412202 Crimes against State Security [3-3] {3}
Study the development of the general provisions of the crimes of the State Security and its special
provisions and the statement of what is meant to be exposed in the crimes of the State Security and
then move to study the crimes of the State Security of the State, especially the crimes of treason and
espionage, then move to study the crimes of the internal security of the State, which are crimes of the
Constitution and sedition crimes and other crimes of the internal security of the State and then study
the competent courts For the crimes of state security.

A0413307 Intellectual Property- {3} [3-3]
The historical upbringing of intellectual property, as well as determine all content for example,
copyright, trademarks, patents, industrial designs and protection of designs for integrated circuits and
protection of new plant varieties, geographical indications and competition, illicit trade secrets, and
then will study ways to protect these new property, whether at the local level "legislative" or the
international level "conventions and international treaties.
A0414301 Arbitration Law- (3c.h)- {3} [3-3]
Definition of arbitration in general, and commercial arbitration in particular, with the brevity of the
system of conciliation and mediation which precede the work of the arbitration, and the request for
arbitration and choice of arbitral tribunal or the sole arbitrator and standards exercised by the

arbitration bodies . This course deals with explanation about the origins of the arbitration, where the
venue of the arbitration hearings and the time needed to settle the arbitral proceedings.

A0412102 Environmental Law {3} [3-3]
Study the preservation laws of the environment, as the physical environment in which human live. And
in this course we examine the legal rules established by the legislator to prevent any human behavior
that would endanger public health as a result of pollution of the environment surrounding citizens.
Showing the opinion of Islamic law from environmental pollution, and environmental laws in Jordan
with the study of regulations and instructions issued there under. The course presents the liability,
aiming to protect all different kinds of environment from pollution.
A0413601 International Organizations {3} [3-3]
Definition of the various efforts to establish the rules of international organization, its goals as well as
identifying the international organization in terms of origin, different kinds, giving a brief idea of the
League of Nations and to focus on the United Nations and to highlight its organizational objectives and
its structure, its branches and agencies ,study of some regional organization such as the League of Arab
States and the Organization of African Unity and the Organization of American States.
A0414903 Procedures of Shari'a Trials [3.3] {3}
Introducing of Shari'a Rules of Procedures; Functions and Powers; Initiation of the Case, Nature and
Power of Attorney, Reporting, Defense, and Regulations; Nature and Methods of Trial; Presentation of
Evidence and Types; The Supreme Shari'a Court has the nature of international jurisdiction and how the
law applies to foreigners.
A0414401 Constitutional Judiciary [3.3] {3}
Introducing the general principles of the constitutional judiciary and its historical origins. The Law of the
Constitutional Court in Jordan and its terms of reference, the terms of appointment of the judiciary, how
it relates to the case and the strength of its judgments and the most important constitutional principles.
A0413502 Local Administration Law [3.3] {3}
This course deals with the definition of the general principles of administrative organization, the
definition of centralization and decentralization of management, and clarify the concept of local
administration, and its philosophy and its main pillars and problems. It also includes a study of some
applications of the local administration system in both the Jordanian and comparative legal system.
Prerequisite: None
Community Service: is a mandatory graduation requirement (10 Hours of Service)

